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TRANSLATION LINGUISTIC GAPS 

OF GOOGLE TRANSLATION 

AlТnК BUŞILA, MКrТК NICULI A 

The speed of development, networkization and globalization that is 

currently in progress these days has affected the field of translation, too. 

Therefore, the process of translation was never before as simplified as it is 

today, and this is due to the invention of machine translation. The great 

schools of translation as School of Jundishapur, Toledo School of 

TraЧslatШrs,ăChaЧg‟aЧăSchШШlăШfăTraЧslatiШЧ,ăetc.,ăalsШăplaвedăaăhugeărШleăiЧă
the emancipation of translators – as carriers of knowledge and translation – as 

activity, but it was machine translation that fundamentally changed any 

fantasy or approach on translation. Eventhough the history of machine 

translation starts in the 1950s, it managed to become translatШr‟săbestăfrieЧdă
in terms of accuracy, time, cost, etc.  

However, nothing is perfect in this world. Although Google Translate is 

considered to be one of the most popular and sophisticated machine translation 

it continues to be imperfect. Let us consider the following examples: Lady 

Gaga was translated from Malay into French as Britney Spears; Android 2.3.4 

(German) was rendered as iphone 2.3.4 (English); Ce trТst este cьnd o mКmă ьşТ 
uТtă copТТТ de drКРul unuТ ЛărЛКt... (Romanian) – How sad it is when a mother 

for the sake of her children forget a man... (English) which is a total loss of 

meaning; or James Bond (English) rendered into Chinese as 007; Samsung 

(English) – SonyEricsson (Romanian); simpaticone (Italian) – rendered in 

English as Barack Obama;       (Russian) – 

I certainly can not write in English (English) – the same loss of meaning; a 

night to remember (English) –   (Russian), etc. Well, the 

translations are pretty funny, it is true, but the main principle in translation is 

accuracy, therefore there can not be any space for such mistakes. 

Google Translate (GT) can be compared with a superhero that comes to 

the rescue of the people who encounter difficulties when learning a foreign 

language. However, even professional translators use GT to look for eloquent 

translation and to save time. The problem is that this superhero is not always 
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at its best, and sometimes can make huge mistakes, thus people start to lose 

faith in it. Nevertheless, it still remains the most accessed database in the 

realm of translation. 

With regard to Romanian – English translations performed by GT, there 

are many issues which are probably common to many languages. Fortunately, 

GT does not consider the Romanian diacritics, therefore, when you enter a 

word without diacritics in its database, it gives you a correct translation with 

a number of appropriate examples. For example, for simtire (simțire) GT has 

the following translations: (feeling, sentiment, consciousness, soul, pathos); 

for sКrut (sărut): kТss, osculКtТon; polТtete (polТte e): courtesy, civility, form, 

secency, etc. 

Another problem is that of Romanian abbreviations: Serviciul 

Hidrometeorologic de Stat was rendered by GT as SHS; CNA şТ ÎS CRIS 
Registru – HE CRIS CNA ReРТstrв (enР.); ÎS (аhichăisăÎЧtrepriЧdereădeăStată
in Romanian) rendered as SOEs (we suppose this abbreviation provided by 

GT can be deciphered as State owned enterprises, however it is inaccurate); 

AIRM (ro) – AIRM (eng.). 

The first issue is related to proper names. Proper names are a bigger pain 

in the neck for GT. Everybody knows that names of authors are never 

translated, but we have entered a few names of Romanian personalities, in 

order to see how Google Translate would deal with the challenge. For 

example, Mihail Sadoveanu was translated just as Sadoveanu; Mircea 

Cărtărescu rendered as MТrceК MКppТnР; NТcolКe Văcărescu became Nicolae 

CoаЛoв; ZТlot Romсnul was translated as ZeКlot Romсnul, the word zealot 

meaning a fanatically committed person; Nicolae Dabija was translated as 

Nicholas Dabija, at least in this case Google Translate has offered us an 

equivalent into English for Nicolae though it is inappropriate; for Iurie 

Leanca, GT provided the following versions: Iurie Leanca, Minister Iurie 

Leanca, Prime Minister Iurie Leanca, Mr. Iurie Leanca, which allow to the 

user to choose the version he needs. Other funny examples which should be 

mentioned are: the translation of Florin Piersic as Barry Peach and Boris 

GăТnă as Boris Hen or Boris (the) Chicken. 

Another issue is synonymy. Dealing with synonyms is a real challenge 

not only for GT, but for common users as well. For example, the word 

persoКnă fТгТcă is translated by GT as follows: individual, natural person, 

physical person which may become confusing for a user. The same with 

companie rendered by GT as: company, society, companionship, group, 

crowd, partnership – thus a user should be very vigilant in selecting the best 

translation. For example, for Dumnezeu GT provides three translations: God, 

lord, master, all three words can be used in the same context, when we refer 

to the Almighty, but the third word has different connotations which would 
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need a special context; the same with the translations for the Romanian rсnd: 

row and line, which can be both used exclusively according to the context, 

that is why they must be chosen carefully. 

Set expressions, proverbs and phraseological units also may create 

semantic gaps when rendered by GT. Let us consider the following examples: 

К spălК putТnК – to skip, to absquatulate and to pack off. It seems that the 

most appropriate equivalent for the Romanian expression is to absquatulate 

which is a deeply silly word that means to make off with something or 

someone, in other words, it is an archaism and it is accepted even if it is used 

only ocasionally. A călcК pe Лec – was rendered as to snТtcС; lК pКştele cКТlor 
– on tСe Greek cКlends; К fТ prТns cu mс К-n sac – caught red-handed which 

in fact are very good equivalents. However, there are inappropriate 

translations, too: К fКce cu ou şТ cu o et – to make egg and vinegar; vrei, nu 

ЯreТ, ЛeК GrТРore КРСТКsmă – Would not want, drink holy water Gregory 

(which is grammatically and semnatically incorrect); a-i face cuiva capul 

calendar – a I do someone's head off; a avea ac de cojocul cuiva – having 

one's coat pin; a bate apa-n pТuă translated by GT as a knock-in water mill or 

К fКce dТn cКl măРКr şТ dТn сn Кr КrmăsКr rendered as a donkey horse makes 

a big deal which is pretty funny in English. 
Grammatical mistakes are also very frequent. Sometimes, GT forgets to 

traЧslateăprepШsitiШЧsăaЧdă„sаallШаsătheăarticles”.ăFШrăiЧstaЧce,ăpentru Elena 
was translated just Elena; la mijloc was translated as middle instead of in the 
middle; din 2000 was translated as 2000; ьn spКtele mКРКгТnuluТ was 
translated without article the, thus we obtained a meaningless translation such 
as behind store (an article goes a long way!!!); ьn seКrК de CrăcТun was 
translated as Christmas Eve, when it should have been translated as on 
Christmas Eve; etc. The problem of tense is also present, for example: să-i fi 
dat lui banii rendered as to have given him the money. Let us take the 
following groups: eu scriam (imperfect) – eu am scris (perfect compus) – eu 
scrisesem (mai mult ca perfect) – eu scrisei (perfect simplu) – eu voi scrie 
(viitor simplu) – eu voi fi scris (viitor anterior) – eu oi scrie (viitor popular) 
rendered as I wrote – I wrote – I had written – I wrote before – I will write – I 
will be writing – I write sheep, the last example being the funniest and the 
most inaccurate. 

And finally, we should mention the gaps of translation made by GT in 
literary texts. As a rule, GT is efficient when it comes to scientific texts, 
terminology, different field-based constructions and units, but not so efficient 
in the translation of literary texts. Let us consider the following example: 
“VКТ, şТ ЯК ЯenТ o Яreme/ Cсnd КdormТ-Яom КmсndoТ,/ ŞТ ьnstrăТnК Т, prТn 
cimitire,/ Va plсnge toamna peste noi./”ătraЧslatedăbвăGTăasă“Oh, and there 
will come a time/ When you fall asleep, we both,/ And alienated by 
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cemeteries/ We cry Fall upon us.”ă Ită isă semaЧticallвă aЧdă grammaticallвă
inaccurate. 

As a result of our analysis based on a bulk of examples and sentences, we 

can state that GT is still an unreliable source of translation and has to 

improve in respect of grammar (tenses, syntax, cohesion and coherence), 

vocabulary (continuous-based updating) and text/sentence level approach. 

With regard to literary texts, it stays pending the question whether GT or any 

other machine translation will ever be able to make an accurate translation. 

 

 

ON PROPER NAMES TRANSLATION  

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

Svetlana CORCODEL 

Translation has many challenges, one of which is the problem of translating 

prШperăЧШuЧs,ăaă termăusedăhereă iЧterchaЧgeablвăаithă theă termă“prШperăЧames”,ă
adequately from one language to another. The focus of this study lies within 

translation of personal names, which are a subclass of proper nouns.  

Notwithstanding the fact that a challenge that translators often encounter in 

their work comes from personal names, this report presents some translation 

techniques proposed by various researchers in this regard. It should be mentioned 

that this report does not intend to prescribe any special rules [1, p. 40]. 

“PrШperăЧamesăareăЧeveră traЧslated”ăseemsă tШăbeăaă ruleădeeplвărШШtedă iЧă
maЧвăpeШple‟sămiЧds.ăYetălШШkiЧgăatătraЧslatedăteбtsăаeăfiЧdăthatătraЧslatШrsă
do all sorts of things with proper names: non-translation, non-translation that 

leads to a different pronunciation in the target language, transcription or 

transliteration from non-Latin alphabets, morphological adaptation to the 

target language, cultural adaptation, substitution, and so on. It is interesting to 

note, moreover, that translators do not always use the same techniques with 

all the proper names of a particular text they are translating. Unlike generic 

nouns, proper names are mono-referential, but they are by no means mono-

functional. Their main function is to identify an individual referent. It has 

ШfteЧăbeeЧăclaimedăthatăprШperăЧamesălackădescriptiveămeaЧiЧg:ă“AЧăШrdiЧarвă
personal name is, roughly, a word, used referring, of which the use is not 

dictated by any descriptive meaning the word may have. In the real world, 

proper names may be non-descriptive, but they are obviously not non-

informative: If we are familiar with the culture in question, a proper name 

can tell us whether the referent is a female or male person (Alice – Bill), 

maybe even about their age or their geographical origin within the same 

laЧguageă cШmmuЧitвă Шră frШmă aЧШtheră cШuЧtrв,ă aă petă (thereă areă “tвpical”ă
names for dogs, cats, horses, canaries, etc., like Pussy or Fury), a place 
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